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Every one of us is familiar with the characteristics of friendly school particularly the physical one. We mesmerize with the looks of classrooms and other facilities of the school. We think that children get motivated and having fun going to school every day because all are conducive to learning.

Did you know that it’s not only the facilities that matter most it is the good atmosphere coming from the people inside the school? The main factor I think to have child-friendly classroom and school is to have a harmonious relationship between the teachers and principal and other personnel who will give respect and attention to the pupils.

A School must be the place where children exercise their own will as learners with certain limitations. Which will help them to grow productively in different subjects? Being concerned with the needs of pupils physically, mentally, spiritually, socially and emotionally. We teachers together with the help of our superiors continuously do our best for the implementation of having the safe and motivating environment to ensure rendering quality education and concern mainly to the welfare of every child. The place which learners acquire and develop positivity of every endeavor in the years of their stay in school. Feeling of love, care and happiness are important. Let us break the barriers or hindrances to having pleasant learning zone. Treat our pupils as friends which they are not hesitating to express themselves.

We, teachers, are the one responsible enough for creating a child-friendly school.
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